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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove a convexity theorem for a class of linear functionals 
on product Lebesgue spaces by applying certain representation theorems for 
these functionals. The presentation theorems depend mainly on the well- 
known representation theorem for bounded linear functionals on Lebesgue 
spaces. The procedure adopted here provides an alternative proof for the 
convexity theorem for ‘multilinear’ operators, and, in particular, for the 
Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem (see Chapter XII of [l]). For simplicity of 
presentation we shall confine our discussions to Lebesgue spaces defined on 
(- co, a~), which will be denoted by L”, although the arguments apply, 
with slight modification, to P spaces defined on more general measure spaces. 
The norm in Lp is given by 
Ilf II9 = (y If(t) IP yp> 
-co 
and the conjugate numbers p and p’ are connected by l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
We shall denote by B(,?P x LP8 x *** x LP,, U) the space of all linear 
functionals u on LPI x Lpa x **. x Lpn for which there exists constants 
4, , P, , --9~,d such that 
Also, we denote by B(LP1 x Lpa x *** x LPn, L’) the space of all linear 
operators 7 : LPI X L” X *** x Lpn + L+ for which these exists constants 
K(P, , P, , -, p,J such that 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The following well-known results will be applied later. 
THEOREM A. Let 1 < p < CO, and suppose that p is a bounded linear 
functional on Ls. Then these exists a function g E LB’ such that 
for all f e Lp. 
p(f) = f= f(t)&> dt --m 
For a proof of this result see, for example, Theorem IV.g.l of [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 <p,, pa,< co, O<ar,< 1, I/p=ar/p,+(l --a)/&. 
If f ELP~, n LPI, then f E Lp and 
llf II9 < Ilf II”,, Ilf II:-+ 
This result follows easily from Holder’s inequality. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a bounded linear functional de$ned on a dense subspace 
X,, of a B-space X. Suppose that 
I df 1 I 9 A Ilf II for all f E X0 T (1) 
where 1) * 11 denotes the norm in X. Then TV can be extended to the whole of X so 
that (I) holds for all f E X. 
This result is contained in Theorem 1.6.17 of [2]. 
3. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
We now prove the necessary representation theorems for the functionals 
defined above. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 <p, < CO, k = 1, 2, ..*n, and let 
u E B(Lel x L’s ..a x Ln*, F). 
Suppose that fk ~Lpk, k = 1,2, *.a n, and hj ~Lpj’, j = 1,2, 3.. (n - 1) are 
fun&ms such that 
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Then thes exists a function 
T( fi , f2 *.. fnel; h, , h, , -a- h,-,) = T(f, h) ED’S’ 
such that 
dfl ,f2 3 . ..fn> = (j;mfnCt, TV> h) (t> dt) nj (~~mfdt) b(t) dt) . (2) 
Further, 
n-1 
PROOF. It is easy to verify that the expression 
defines a bounded linear functional on LPn depending on the functions fj , hj , 
j = 1, 2, +** (n - 1). Hence by Theorem A, there exists a function 
T( fi , *.a, fnTl; hl , *** h,,) ~Lpn’ such that 
4fn> = jm fact> T(f, > .**fn-1; k 9 .** L) (t> dt. 
--a, 
This proves the first part of the theorem. 
Now by the definition of u, we have 
1 j-Imfn(t) TV, h) (t> dt 1 @ j j+== fi(t> h,(t) dt 1) 
j=l --g, 
On taking supremum of both sides over all fn satisfying ljfn JJSn = 1, we 
obtain 
II TV, 4 IL,,, (jj j j-m fdt) h,(t) dt I) G 41, P2 *** PJ E llfj IL, . j=l --oD j=l (4) 
Hence in view of (4), we have 
1 The i&mum is taken over all h = (h, , h, ,..., h,-I satisfying the conditions of 
the theorem. 
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where the inf is taken over all h, E LB{, j = I, 2, ... (n - 1), and 
Sj = Ifj Ipj/fj . 
THEOREMS. Let1 <pk,41c<03,k=1,2,...n,andlet 
u E B(LP1 x LPg x .a. x LP*, U) n B(Lgl x L@ x +.a x Lqn, a). 
Suppose that fj E Lpj n Lgf, hj E Lpi’ n LQj’, j = 1, 2, a** (n - 1) are func- 
tions such that 
f 
co 
Ji(t) h,(t) dt # 0. 
Then there exists a function 
T(f, )fi 7 . ..fn-l. 4, h, 9 . . . h,,-l) = T(f, h) E L”n’ n Lqn’ 
such that 
for all 
Further, we have 
and 
PROOF. It is clear from Theorem 1 that there exists T’l)(f, h) ELD~’ and 
T(*)(f, h) ELqm’ such that 
4fi ,fi 9 *** ,fn> = (j-Iy, f&> T’l’(f, 4 (t) dt) jj (I;-/dt) h,(t) dt) 
for all fn EL? and 
4fl ,fi 7 . . ..f.) =: (sIafn(t) Tc2)(f, h) (t) dt) El (/ymf,(t) hj(t) dt) 
for all fn ELgn. 
8 See note added in proof. 
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The result will follow if we show that T(l)(f, h) = Tc2)(f, h) a.e., and 
denote one of the functions by T(f, h). 
Now for any function f,, EL *n n Lqn, it is clear that both the above repre- 
sentations hold, so that 
j- fn(t) T(l’(f, h) (t) dt = Jrn f&> Tc2)(f, h) (t) &. 
-co --m 
In particular, if fn(t) = 1 for t E (0, x), and is 0 elsewhere, then 
j-’ T(l)(f, h) (t) dt = SE Tc2’(f, h) (t) dt, 
0 0 
this being true for all finite values of X. 
The result clearly follows. 
4. CONVEXITY THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 <plc, qk < 03, k = ,2, em*, n and for 0 < OL < 1, 
let l/t, = CX/~~ + (1 - a)/qlc , 1 < k < n. Suppose that 
u E B(Lp1 x L*= x .-- x Lpm, Q-5’) n B(Lql x LQ~ x ... x LQn, U) 
so that 
and 
l4gl,g2,-.-> gn) I G A2 fi II gk llPk - 
k=l 
Then u E B(LC1 x Lr2 x ~..~L~~,%),andfo~f,~L+~, l<k<n,wekuve 
I 4fi ,f2 9 ‘*‘,fn) 1 < A1”&a fi iifk 11~ * 
k=l 
PROOF. Let f, E L”j n LQ, hj E Lpj’ n Lgf’, j = 1,2, .** (n - 1) be func- 
tions such that 
I O” fj(t) k,(t) dt # 0. --m 
Then by Theorem 2, there exists a function 
T(f, 1 ***, fm-1; k, , .**Y a+) = T(f, h) E L”n’ n Lqn’ 
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such that 
Now it follows from Lemma 1 that fj cLrj, hi ~Llj’, j = 1,2, e-m, (7t - l), 
and that T(f, h) EL?“‘, with 
and 
11 T(f, h) ll,.,r < II T(f, h) II;,,, II T&h) II:;:. 
Hence if f, E LQ, we have, by applying Holder’s inequality and result (6), 
n-1 
I 4fi Yfi P --,fn) I G llfn 117% II TV, h) lLn n llfj llcj II 4 Ilq, j=l 
Now for each 1 < k < n, L”* n Lqk is dense in Lrk, and, by (7), a defines 
a bounded linear functional on this dense subspace. Hence by Lemma 2, 
it can be extended to the whole ofLr* so that (7) remains valid. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
We now deduce the convexity theorem for multilinear operators of which 
the Riesz-Thorin theorem is the special case n = 1 (see [3], and also [l] 
Chapter XII, Theorem 3.3). 
THEOREMS. Let l<px, qs, s,, s,<m, k==l,2,--*,n, and fm 
0 ,( a < I, let l/rk = &k + (1 - ci)/qk , 11s = cl/s1 + (1 - a)/ss . Suppose 
that 
7 E B(L” x Lp= x 1.. x LP*, L”1) n B(Lql x Lqa x a-- x Lqn, L”a) 
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so that 
Then 
T E B(L’1 x L- x --. x L’fi, La), 
and 
PROOF. Consider the multilinear functional 
On applying Holder’s inequality, we clearly have 
u E B(Lp’1 x Lpe ... x LPfi x L”l’, %) n B(L*l x Lqa .a- x LPI x L-Q’, %‘). 
Hence by Theorem 3, we have u E B(Ln x L7a .-- Lr* x La’, U) and 
The required result follows since 
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5. REMARKS 
In the statements of most of the theorems above we have restricted the p 
and p parameters to lie strictly between 1 and CO. The main points of the 
proofs at which these restrictions may be required are (i) in the use of Theo- 
rem A, and (ii) in the use of the result 
In view of this we may relax the conditions of the theorems as follows: 
for Theorem 1 we would only need 1 < p, < co, 1 < p, < co, 
1 < j < (n - l), for Theorem 2 it is sufficient to impose 1 ,< p, , qn < co, 
1 <pi , qj < co, 1 < j < (n - I), and similarly for Theorem 3. For 
Theorem 4 we require 1 < p, , q,, < co, 1 < pj , qj , sl’, s2’ < CO, 
l<j,((n--l), or l<<i’,sa’<co, 1 <p,, qk<m, l<k<d. 
We also take into consideration the fact that to extend the linear functionals 
(7) to the whole of the Lp spaces involved the exponents have to be finite. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. In (5) the infimum is to be taken over all 
hi E LPj’ n Lqj’ . For this we need the additional conditions 
jj ELPf’PI’IBi n LPf’Yj’lqi, j = 1, 2,..., (a - 1) 
(it is sufficient to assume that the ji’s are step functions). We proceed as 
in the proof of the last part of Theorem I, setting 
sj = / jj pG/jj ELW’ n La’; 
respectively. 
We take note of these additional conditions in the proof of Theorem 3, 
and take infima over all h in both inequalities (6) and (7). 
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